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Ice Bucket Challenge: Freezing ALS • Its Tracks 1n 

Aidan Moser The ALS i~ is still just short of a $100 mil- leading to death. Typically, those money that's 
Assistant A&E Editor Ice Bucket lion that the association didn't diagnosed are 40 to 70 years old been raised 

Challenge have before. Opinions on the and are affected for 2 to 5 years will most likely 
that escalated all over Twitter, Ice Bucket Challenge may be before extremely progressive be used for 
lnstagram, and Facebook in skewed, but the facts are, the paralysis or death .. research, edu-
the last four months has ere- fad did indeed raise more money 1 in 1,000 Americans Is affect- cation efforts, 
ated quite the commotion, and than ever before. ed with ALS and the awareness new treat- Halle Smith, tak-
not consistently in a bad way. ALS (Amyotrophic lateral scle- that the Ice Bucket Challenge ments and ing the Challenge. 
Although some were upset rosis), commonly known as Lou has raised on every social media even patient Photo courtesy of 
because they believed that the Gehrig's disease, is a progressive site has drawn a great amount of services. So, Halle Smith 

Ice Bucket Challenge was useless neurological disease that affects attention to the ALS Association. say "Thank 
and didn't do anything besides the spinal cord and muscles in Although it could be a distur- you" to all 
11fill their Facebook news feed the body, degeneratively inhibit- bance to scroll through a news of your friends that did the Ice 
with baloney;" it wasn't just ing voluntary movement. It stops feed and see the same thing Bucket challenge this summer. 
nothing. As of Aug 27, the ALS your body. When motor neurons over and over again, just rethink Whether they personally do-
Association had raised over $94 stop working, the brain's abil- and remember what the ca·use nated money or not, someone 
million. Whether or not all of ity to control voluntary muscles and effect of a trend, particularly did, and that's what makes the 
this money will help find a cure, · and movement ceases, often this one, really is. The recent difference. 

Calculator Games: Fun for Students and Sometimes Teachers 
Sophia Terriault 

A&E Editor 

Students who own a 
Tl-83 or Tl-84 of any kind 
most likely possess, or 

at least know of, games for their calcula
tors that can range .anywhere from Block 
Dude to Snake, or even Zombie Survival 
3. Each of these games were programed 
using TI-BASIC, a programming language 
designed specifically for Texas Instrument 
·(TI) calculators. This language uses simple 
commands, like if-then statements or 
inputs and outputs, to write programs that 
can do anything from solve a simple equa
tion to create complex games. 

Lee Brown, a math teacher at Hellgate, 
commented, while the games are great, 
they can be distracting. 

"I don't want students playing during 

teaching times," Brown said. "They're so 
well-designed, t~ey're addictive. That's 
why I don't play them anymore.'~ 

Hudson Therriault, programmer and 
senior at Hellgate, would like to see more 
programming being used in a learning 
environment. 

"I think there should be basic program
ing in the curriculum of most math class
es," Therriault stated. uYou have to have a 
deeper understanding of a math problem 
[to program it]." Unfortunately, it is near 
impossible to program and pay attention 
to what the lesson is that day, Therriault 
recounts, so it's better to wait until after 
the lesson is over to start making new 
programs. 

As of right now, if students want to 

learn how to program their Texas Instru
ment Calculator, they have to learn their 
way around TI-BASIC with the help of 
the internet. "I most thoroughly recom
mend it," said Therriault. Youtube.com 
features numerous videos, as well as the 
Texas Instrument calculator website, www. · 
ticalc.org, which also has pre-programmed 
games available for download. lnstruc
tables.con_:J also displays instructions on 
programing a calculator. 

Another way to get programs is to find 
a friend who has a similar calculator and 
a program you want. Two Tl-84 or Tl-83 
calculators can be connected with a link 
cable, and information can be transferred 
straight from one device to the next. Just 
not during math class. 


